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Story



StoryWhy should I listen to this bloke?



Slips vs trips vs falls



The basics: why does a slip happen?

A heel striking a floor 

produces friction

Enough friction and you 

won’t slip

Insufficient friction and you 

may slip



In our experience:

 33%+ of claims by 

volume

 33%+ of claims by 

value

 Average claim cost: 

c.£10,000

Slips cause a lot of claims



Source: NHS Hospital Episode Statistics 2017/18

300,000+
admissions

1.5m+
bed days

Slips result in huge human cost



There are lots of small claims…

Data from MOJ claims 
portal, analysed by Keoghs

Leisure sector

Average slip 
claim cost in 

portal (low value 
claims only):

£7,827



But some whoppers too…

£3m £1m £0.5m



“But I have insurance, so 
that’s fine…”



Covering the claim cost is expensive

18,587 239,808 3,472

In order to cover the £10,000 cost of a claim, these 
companies would need to sell an additional…



Slips cost businesses vast sumsUninsured costs are 10-12x the claim

Insurance cost: £10kInsurance cost: £10kInsurance cost: £10k

Total cost: £125k

Total cost: £125k
Admin
Legal

Staffing
Reputation

Loss of business
Etc



Covering the true cost is ridiculous!

250,929 3,237,410 46,875

In order to cover the £135,000 true cost of a slip, 
the numbers skyrocket…



The insurance market is hardening

Prices rise and / or 
terms become 
stricter

Fewer insurers 
seeking to cover 
certain businesses

Less competition 
on particular 
policies



Risk management is the way to mitigate

Effective 
RM

Fewer 
accidents

Fewer 
claims

Lower cost 
of risk



Insurers, brokers and lawyers concur

David Scott, 
partner and 

head of leisure, 
Keoghs – and 

member of the 
Leisure Expert 

Panel

“Taking slip safety as an example: if a 
client can prove that they are taking 

proactive steps using expert advice on 
a regular basis – for example a 6-12 
monthly deep clean to make their 
floors compliant evidenced with a 

pendulum test – I am going to be on a 
much, much stronger footing to 
defend any claims that do arise.”



The insurer carrot vs the insurer stick



Slips cost businesses vast sumsWhat senior H&S professionals tell me



So, why are slips an ongoing issue?

1) Perception issue

2) “Slips, Trips and Falls”

3) Risk to almost every building type

4) Poor understanding of the topic

5) Unclear and insufficient legislation

6) Systemic cost pressure on front-line defences

7) Therefore, most environments are unsafe

8) Demographics mean it will worsen



Vicious circle

Accidents

Claims

Poor 
understanding

Accepted risk

Nothing 
changes



Yet, there are some success stories…

85%
fewer 
claims

85%
fewer 

accidents

60%
fewer 

accidents



As an example, hotel hot spots…



Environments have specific issues

Washrooms:

 Constant potential to get 

wet, but…

 Tend to be dealt with like 

“dry” environments e.g. poor 

floor choice

 Only checked periodically

 No CCTV

 Hand dryers splashing water 

onto the floor



There are Six Sources of Slips

Slip safety

Which can be 
controlled and 

in what 
circumstances?

50% of the 
equation 
relates to the 
floor and how 
this is looked 
after

In 80% of 
cases this is 
all that is 
easily 
controllable



Example of details: cleaning

Points to consider include:

 Frequency

 Method

 Chemical, which kind, or not

 Client-led specification

 Timing (e.g. daytime or overnight)

 Cleaning for aesthetics vs cleaning for safety

 Looks clean but slippery

 Shiny vs safe

 Some floors slippery irrespective of cleaning – whose 

responsibility is that?



What is a slip-resistant floor?

Remember, the floor is always relevant



You can quantify slip risk

If you don’t measure it, 
you can’t manage it!



Slip Potential

HSE cites three slip potential categories



Accident 

Risk Exposure

Pendulum 

Test Value (PTV)

Pendulum 

Test Value (PTV)

Pendulum results correlate to risk



Real world example: retail

Before: 1 
in 200 risk

and 
unsightly

After: <1 
in 

1,000,000 
risk and

clean

For inherently slippery floors, we can anti-slip treat 
them to make them safe



Real world example: leisure

Before:
textured 
floor but 
1 in 200 

risk

After: 
clean and 

<1 in 
1,000,000 

risk

After: 
clean and 

<1 in 
1,000,000 

risk

On an inherently slip resistant floor, we can deep 
clean it to restore slip safety



DILIGENCE

 Quantify your floor 
safety and risk

 Make informed 
decisions

SAFETY & RISK MANAGEMENT

 Prove you have measurably increased floor safety 
and thereby reduced risk, day-in, day-out

 Prevent harm and suffer fewer accidents –
typically 50%+

COMPLIANCE

 Defend more claims
 Save cost

Six Steps to Slip Safety



Six Slip Safety Successes

50%+ 
accidents claims

defensibilityharm

costs

reputation



Why is this important?



How we could help you…

 Slip testing and consultancy – scientifically 

understand where you actually are now and 

where you could be

 CPD for your colleagues – learn more to 

mitigate risk / design out issues where you can

 Insurer liaison and assistance

 Self-help tool: Slip Safety Scorecard 

(www.slipsafety.co.uk/scorecard)



What you should do today…



Imagine…

50% fewer claims…

What your bosses or clients will think of you…

Your end of year bonus!



Let’s stop slips together!

@Slip__Safety @ChristianH_SSS

www.linkedin.com/company/slipsafety/

www.slipsafety.co.uk

#SlipSafety


